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The Nissan Quest is a minivan that was manufactured from until by Nissan. The first two
generations of the Quest were a joint venture with Ford , which marketed a rebadged variant as
the Mercury Villager. However, it is still sold in Japan. Each version of the Quest rode a platform
derived from that of the Nissan Maxima. Both vehicles were initially powered by the 3. The
Quest was completely redesigned for , while the Villager was discontinued and replaced with
the Freestar -based Mercury Monterey. It also shares the 3. The fourth generation model is built
on the same platform as the Nissan Elgrand. In , Ford and Nissan entered a joint agreement to
develop an all-new vehicle to compete in the minivan segment scheduled for Development
officially began later that year under the codename VX54, with the final designs being chosen in
Prototypes went into initial testing in at Ford and Nissan test tracks, later real-world testing
throughout , with development concluding at the end of that year. Unusually, its design patents
were subsequently filed by design chief Thomas H. Semple for Nissan Motor on March 5, ,
rather than in advance of its introduction. The first Nissan Quest rolled off the production line
on April 14, at the Avon, Ohio plant sourced from Japanese production. NMMC production
began in June on the main body components, with engine assembly beginning in August. The
Quest was launched in September and sold 1, units during its first month. It also replaced the
rear-wheel drive Vanette , also discontinued in The Quest was initially powered by Nissan's 3.
For a short time, the Quest was sold in Japan in a right hand drive configuration at Nissan
Bluebird Store locations, but due to the engine displacement and exterior dimensions
exceeding Japanese Government dimension regulations sales were limited and cancelled after
the facelifted version was released in Ford required that Nissan make some design changes to
the VG30E before they would agree to use it in the Villager and Quest. Changes included the
addition of an oil level sensor and relocating the oil filter assembly for better access. The engine
was also modified for the Quest and Villager to become a non-interference design: if the timing
belt were to break, the pistons wouldn't come in contact with any open valves in the cylinders.
Because of manufacturing issues, Nissan had an arrangement for Ford to assemble the minivan
in North America , and in turn they were allowed to rebadge it and sell it under the Mercury
brand as the Villager. Many of the interior parts, including the radio, heater controls and power
windows controls were adapted from Ford, and were similar to the Ford Aerostar. The van
shared the modified version of the VG30E from the U11, and early J30 Maximas, as well as the
4-speed automatic transmission from the Maxima. Seating was for 7, with a removable 2-seater
bench in the middle, allowing the third row bench of 3 seats to slide up either folded up for more
room or down for passengers behind the front for more rear cargo room. The third row seat was
not removable however, and the system was not improved in the redesign on which the model
was not available in Canada , so newer fold-into-the-floor seats and lightweight buckets quickly
eclipsed the system. In , a driver's side airbag was made standard. A passenger airbag was later
added in for the model year. That year saw the introduction of changes to the front and rear
fascias, as well as headlights and tail lamps and the elimination of the motorized shoulder belts.
The production design by Shinken Tanaka was frozen in and design patents were filed at the
Japan Patent Office on November 2, under patent The Quest also got a power boost via the 3.
With the new 3. This Nissan Quest model became the first Nissan minivan with four doors since
the Nissan Axxess. In August , the Quest received various minor improvements. Styling front
and rear was updated, along with new alloy wheels on all models. The entry-level GXE gained a
rear stabilizer bar, while the SE received acceleration-sensitive strut valving and a strut tower
brace. Luxury GLE models also received an in-dash six- CD changer and a wood and
leather-trimmed steering wheel. An optional overhead family entertainment system replaced the
former floor-mounted model, though it could still be specified for SEs and GLEs equipped with
a sunroof. Front seatbelts were given pretensioners. The Quest was also slightly longer, with
more cargo space than the initial models. The Nissan Quest was not sold in Canada. The Quest
would not return to Canada until the third-generation model arrived in By the end of this
generation, both Honda and Toyota marketed solely long-wheelbase minivans. Development
began in on the V42 alongside a proposed Ford replacement. In , decisions were made by Ford
and Nissan to abandon the joint venture, as both the Windstar and Quest replacements were in
initial development and the design process. Design patents were filed on December 27, and
registered under D, December 9, The production third generation Quest was unveiled for the
model year at the North American International Auto Show using the Nissan Altima and Nissan
Maxima platform , Nissan's FF-L platform, in a package slightly longer than the Chrysler
long-wheelbase minivans. Production was moved to a new plant in Canton, Mississippi and
started on May 27, The Quest is powered by the 3. The Quest has a flat folding rear bench and
the two middle chairs fold nearly flat into the floor. The interior volume is Its appearance shows
many similarities to the Renault Espace which appeared in The third generation Quest features
an unusual moonroof glass arrangement with separate panels above each passenger with

individual retractable sunshades, while the roof above the passengers accommodates 2 DVD
screens with auxiliary input plug, when the VHS shaped IWCC Xl system was discontinued. Also
featured in the SE model were side front airbags, curtain airbags for all rows, VSC Vehicle
Stability Control , Traction Control, dual rear power sliding doors and power rear hatch, Bose
audio with RDS and folding second row seats, dual climate control, and rear backup sensors.
Nissan redesigned the front grille and the dashboard for the model. They also moved the DVD
player from under the front passenger seat to the instrument panel stack. Production of this
generation Quest ended after the model year, with Nissan stating that the automaker needed
room at the Canton plant for production of a commercial vehicle based on the Nissan NV
concept. In , Nissan provided five teaser images of the Quest revealing the exterior and interior.
The Quest went on sale in North America in early as a model. The Nissan Quest was dropped
from regular production in Canada after and in the United States after the model year due to
declining sales. A shortened model year was produced only as a fleet vehicle. To promote its
release in China , the Quest was used as a free airport escort service vehicle at Beijing Nanyuan
Airport and Beijing Capital International Airport for visitors travelling from those airports.
Speaking to the results of the Nissan Quest's small overlap front crash test , [22] Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety executive vice president Dave Zuby described it as "one of the
worst crash tests we've ever seen. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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contactless services to help keep you safe. Wallace contacted me within the hour and gave me
all the information I requested almost immediately. It was a great experience and I would
definitely purchase from Wallace Motors again. My experience at Wallace Motors was not what
we've all come to expect from a used car dealer. He was friendly. He was respectful. He
accurately described the condition of the SUV I was interested in, even pointing out its flaws. I
got a nice used SUV at a nice price. Go see this guy!! Great dealer, Very helpful and
understanding people. I would recommend that you take a look at what they have and deal with
them. Whole process was super smooth. Very dissapointed in the deal. I payed full price. Struts
and shocks are shot. Left caliper was froze up. Hood release didnt work and he said he replaced
it but didnt it dont work. I looked under it but he moved it to new place before i bought it so i
wouldnt see leak. Hes crooked. I pray God deals with is dishonesty. People who lie to obtain
money is committing sin and God needs to deal with them. Had a great experience test driving
this vehicle. It was very clean and drove very well. The vehicle was like new with very low miles.
My salesperson, Remon and his family were very nice to me. I bought this vehicle and I'm very
happy. The sales transaction was smooth and I got the deal done in 3 days. John is a great guy
and made the experience very comfortable and very smooth. Thank you! Responded very fast,
helpful, the only one that responded to my needs, John Penny is the best. Thank you, I will
definitely by another auto from you. Very friendly and courteous. I felt no pressure to buy on the
spot and they gave a good price for the vehicle I wanted. Champion Auto was fantastic! Frankie
was very helpful and pleasant. I would definitely recommend buying from them! Due to covid 19
circumstances led to my process being really slow and arduous but that can be excused what
cannot be excused is selling a car with a cracked windscreen and an almost empty fuel tank.
The only reason they're not getting a one star is because of francis hes been helpful throughout
the entire process. Great experience. In and out in less than 2hrs including test drive. Peaceful

environment, no haggle service. Just a overall great experience. Thomas was the best with a
great since of humor and professionalism. Very helpful and friendly. Allowed a pre-purchase
inspection and delivered the car. Very fast response to my inquiry. Their customer service is top
notch. I haven't been able to make it to the dealership for a in person inspection, but the people
that are working with this company are very easy going and pleasant to deal with. I asked them
again if it was sold in message form and never got a response. It was a very good experience
and good costumer service, nice and helpful if i need another car i will come back. I recommend
the dealer to my friends. Cars are clean and ready test drive! One of the few dealers that
responded to my inquiries. They answered all of my questions about the car I was interested in.
I made an appointment to look at the car which was ready when I arrived. The sales team bent
over backwards to accommodate me and even offered to bring the car to my home for a test
drive. Very difficult to reach, sent many emails with information request no replies, when I did
speak with a rep, Mo questions were answered. When I finally received replies sender not
identifies even when I replied with asking for whom I was corresponding with, no reply. The
dealer was very personable didnt like the car i picked out to look out but found another one
which i purchased very helpful and efficient eith paper work even know they were getting ready
to close. Had a great experience at this dealership got to test drive the i did want and purchase.
Great environment helpful and also got all info i needed to know about car. Was suppose to get
a call back about terms of loan. It has almost been a week , and no call back. Maybe a bigger
dealership is the way to go? Nissan's minivan, the Nissan Quest, made its debut in , at the
height of the minivan craze. The Quest was preceded by the Nissan Axxess, which was a super
minivan that ended its run in The Quest was originally a collaboration with Ford, and shared
many parts with the Mercury Villager. This collaboration would continue throughout the
Villager's existence, until it was discontinued in The Quest was forced to grow larger as
American tastes demanded bigger and bigger vehicles. The Quest took a break in for the model
year. When it returned for , it featured a much criticized center instrument panel. The version
reverted to a more conventional driver's side dash. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Nissan Quest
for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. Find Nissan Quest listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. A redesigned Quest
is expected for Read more. Nissan Quest Reviews Review. The Quest has turned out to be
perfect for me. I got this model because the seats lie flat and it has a lot of cargo space. I also
believe the passenger seating is more comfortable than most minivans. I love the way it drives,
and the turning radius is excellent. But the real selling point was the deep, large basement
behind the third row seats. Less maintenance work compares to Odyssey. Used are way
cheaper than Odyssey. Ride, power, comfort, options, and quality is way better than all other
minivans combined. I liked it. Minivans get a bad wrap. Comfortable and roomy. It has the tow
capacity I was looking for. Room for the dogs. I really liked it but the wife did not Lol! Why Use
CarGurus? Nissan dealers in Atlanta GA. Nissan dealers in Chicago IL. Nissan dealers in Dallas
TX. Nissan dealers in Houston TX. Nissan dealers in Los Angeles CA. Nissan dealers in Miami
FL. Nissan dealers in New York NY. Nissan dealers in Philadelphia PA. Nissan dealers in
Washington DC. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot

of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Shop Our Inventory. Search Inventory Search.
Get Pre-Approved. Value Your Trade. Schedule Service. Shop By Budget. West Texas Nissan in
Odessa promises to find you the right vehicle at the right time. We know our customers have a
lot to consider when making a pre-owned car purchase and we want you to drive away with
confidence knowing you bought from West Texas Nissan. Shop Certified Pre-Owned. Pick your
payment with this tool. Search By Payment. Easy to use Shopping Tools. Let West Texas Nissan
help make your shopping experience easier. From an easy way to appraise your trade for a
competitive price, to financing options that fit your lifestyle, you're one step closer to your new
vehicle with our easy to use shopping tools. About Us. Nissan New Models. Clear All. View
Inventory Research Model. Facebook Reviews. Love my new rogue sport, great customer
service, the deal was fast and easy. They were very helpful and easy. I would definitely say I got
the truck that I have been wanting for a while and would recommend them to anyone. Took our
Nissan Maxima in for service yesterday and as always received top notch service from the
highly experienced service and parts department at West Texas Nissan! Thanks again for all
you do to take care of our ride. No matter what vehicle you might have in mind, we are sure to
have the perfect fit for you. Meet Our Staff. Meet Our Dedicated Service Staff. Nobody knows
your vehicle better than the certified service department at West Texas Nissan. We have
state-of-the-art service facilities and use advanced diagnostics to maintain and repair your
Nissan vehicle at a competitive price. We also only use genuine Nissan parts to make sure you
get the very highest quality possible and the most performance from your vehicle. West Texas
Nissan. Sales Service Get Directions. Hours Of Operation. Service Parts Sales. Why is the Titan
becoming such a popular work truck in Odessa? Every Titan is able to tow at least 9, lbs. In
addition to its strength, this truck has a reputation for its roomy interior layout, crafted for
maximum storage in the center console while giving you lots of legroom. Push-button start is
standard, plus you can choose climate-controlled seating. These details make an impact when
your hands are full, and if you're driving in inclement weather conditions. Anyone riding with
you will also have plenty of room to stretch out in the rear seats, with seating for up to 3 people.
If it is just you on the job, you can store your cargo in the back or fold the rear seats down for a
convenient work surface. Look through our new Nissan Titan inventory and select the trim level
and features that work for you. Give us a call at for more info or to test drive the Titan in
Odessa. Search Titan. The exciting Nissan Rogue is designed to stand out as the smartest
crossover SUVs on the road and owning it can make you one of the smartest drivers around
Hobbs and Odessa.. Featuring a slew of unique tech focused on our Nissan Intelligent Mobility
like Active Ride Control that automatically adjusts engine torque and applies brake pressure to
smooth out bumpy roads in Hobbs, or hill start assist which keeps pressure on your brakes on
steep Odessa hills so you can apply the gas without worrying about rolling backwards; the
Nissan Rogue on sale at West Texas Nissan throws out then game and what you know about
driving an SUV. Top off all these additions with added perks like remote engine control, an
efficient 33 mpg highway rating and the sleek refinement found only in a Nissan to establish the
new Rogue as the most astonishing crossover SUVs for sale in Odessa, TX. Visit West Texas
Nissan in Odessa soon to get behind the wheel of the new Rogue and experience this ride for
yourself! Search Rogue. Test Drive the Nissan Sentra in Odessa. The Nissan Sentra sedan
delivers the design and sophistication shoppers need. The intelligent cabin design allows the
drive to keep their focus on driving while every important gauge and display is within easy
reach, but never in your way. The spacious cabin makes this fuel-efficient sedan ideal for
carpooling to work or school. Choose the optional 8-speaker Bose Premium Audio System and
sing your heart out, no matter where the road takes you. A selection of standard and available
safety features help you stay in control of your vehicle in most situations, whether you are
driving in lots of traffic on the highway, through rush hour in downtown, or exploring the
country. The Nissan Sentra is prepared to keep you safe and ensure you arrive at your
destination on time, safe, and sound. Search Sentra. Nissan Murano in Odessa. With Forward
Emergency Braking and LED low-beam headlights, you'll be prepared for pretty much anything
that drives your way in Odessa. The Nissan Murano also features an open-concept interior so

that you will be able to talk to your passengers on lengthy trips and sit comfortably in this
SUV's Zero Gravity seats. No matter if you are in for a long trip or you're headed for a night out
in Odessa, the Nissan Murano is the versatile crossover you need. Search Murano. Purchase or
Lease a Nissan Frontier in Odessa. The Nissan Frontier is a durable small pickup with plenty
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of options. The V6 engine delivers lots of torque in lower gears for hauling or towing. The
Nissan Frontier can be equipped with several different trims, King or Crew Cab, 4 or 6-cylinder
engines, manual or automatic transmission, and rear- or four-wheel-drive. It is fun to drive with
car-like steering and an easy-to-shift six-speed manual transmission. The PRO-4X suspension
package rides especially well both on- and off-road. Search our selection of Nissan Frontiers to
discover the color and trim that will work for you. Contact us at about purchasing or leasing a
Frontier in Odessa. Search Frontier. Welcome to West Texas Nissan. West Texas Nissan offers a
large selection of new Nissan and used cars in Odessa. Whether you're looking for a truck for
work or a versatile SUV for your family and daily commute we're sure to have something that
will suit all your needs. Browse our inventory, schedule service, and more online here at our
site. We look forward to working with you. Search New.

